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Overview

• Financial Sources

• Training Methodology

• Feedback from Participants

• Work plan @ your country
1. Financial Sources

1. Direct from Government

• How much?

• How many programs?

• Government of India Projects?
1. Financial Sources

1. From Local Governments

2. From Other Departments
1. Financial Sources for Self Help Groups

• Banks

• Local governments

• Own revenue
2. Training Methodology

• Some groups - **Self motivation** and starts without any training and support *(Example?)*

• Others - **Improvement in their present occupation** (value addition/ financial support) *(Example?)*

• Others - **Fresh Training / handholding/ marketing assistance/ Loan assistance** *(Example?)*

• Some sectors - **Top Down** (for bigger scales) *(Example?)*
3. Feedback and Learnings

- Please share and together we can improve and customize
4. Work plan @ your country

• For discussion

• (Policy level versus implementation)